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Weather you like it or not  “ 
” 

Case Study: Treating Toxic Mastitis 

As many of you may already know, products      

containing flunixin (e.g. Cronyxin) are no longer 

available!  
 

This is due to the possible cancer causing properties 

of one of the ingredients. This was a very popular 

product for Shepton clients, and we are currently 

looking into what we are going to recommend as a 

suitable and appropriate alternative for animals that 

require effective pain relief. 
 

However, our biggest concern is that flunixin is   

particularly useful in treating cows with toxic      

mastitis. This is because it is actually able to fight 

the effects of the E.coli toxin. None of the other anti

-inflammatory painkillers we have available are 

known to have this effect! We are therefore        

updating our recommended protocol for dealing with 

a downer, toxic cow. 
 

The biggest problem we face in dealing with toxic 

cows is dehydration. This happens because the 

E.coli toxin increases the permeability of blood      

vessels, which reduces the amount of blood left    

circulating - leading to dehydrated, sunken eyed 

cows who eventually die from shock. 
 

As we can no longer use flunixin to try to prevent 

this increased blood vessel permeability, we will now 

be aiming to make sure that we correct this         

dehydration as effectively as possible. 
 

The way we will do this is to quickly administer  2-3 

litres of hypertonic saline in the vein. This is a     

concentrated sterile salt solution that draws fluid 

back into the veins, and therefore improves blood 

flow throughout the body.  

 

Giving toxic cows this kind of intensive fluid therapy 

can be a life-saving treatment, so make sure you 

give us a call as soon as possible if you’re worried 

you have a toxic cow. 

 

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shepton Vets Updated  

Toxic Mastitis Treatment Protocol 

 

 2-3L of hypertonic saline IV 

 Oral rehydration with warm water and a    

sachet of SELEKT Restore 

 Anti-inflammatory painkiller, such as Ketofen 

of Metacam 

 Norodine antibiotic IV 

 Calciject 5 subcutaneously if cow is freshly 

calved 

 

                                             Andy Tyrer  

My colleague Oliver was         
reviewing the previous directors’ 
pieces.  It became apparent that 
the weather featured in almost 
all of them. This stopped me in 
my meteorological tracks!  
During the summer months, we 
welcome a lot of young people 
to the practice and local area.  
We take more student       
placements in the holidays,   
helping future vets get valuable 
practical farm experience. Last 
month we supported Bristol Vet 
School’s ’Summer School      
programme’, by taking 30     
prospective veterinary students 

for a day, with a farm visit and 
practical training sessions to   
showcase what you can expect 
as a farm vet. Thank you for 
making our students welcome 
when they visit your farms. 
 
Delegates on our training    
courses are getting younger too, 
and coming from diverse    
backgrounds.  Desp i te  a        
presumed pessimistic forecast 
for future staffing, we see large 
numbers of younger farmers   
upskilling to help the business 
they work for progress. Recent 
delegates have  included a    

former supermarket employee 
and a pastry chef on a AI course 
in Cornwall – the cakes at the 
end of the course were          
legendary!   
 Our courses are getting a     
regional and national reputation, 
as we aim to provide practical 
skills for farmers, recently we 
welcomed a delegate  from the 
Falkland Isles on an AI Course! 
Our next lunch and learn session 
will be on Cow First Aid, and we 
are currently planning more 
meetings and courses for the 
autumn / winter programme.   
              Michael Head (Spike) 

Shepton Veterinary Group Ltd 

Allyn Saxon Drive 

Shepton Mallet 

Somerset  

BA4 5QH 
 

Tel: 01749 341 761 

Email: farm.animal@sheptonvets.com 

www.sheptonvets.com  

 

 

Office opening hours 

Monday – Friday: 8am—5.30pm  

Saturday: 8.30am—12pm  

 

Emergency Service 

We provide a 24 hour emergency service.  

If you need assistance out of our normal working 

hours, please telephone 

01749 341 761  

 

 

Directors Focus 

 

If you would like to receive your farm account and this           
newsletter by email please advise the farm office.  

Finalists for our Farm of the Year  

  

Cows out before the scorching weather took hold. 



Team Shepton: Alex Perkins 

Farmer Focus: USA Study Tour  

 I’ve been here at Shepton in a part time role since 2012. At home my husband farms 

200 suckler cows and we have 60 ewes to keep the grass (what grass!) at bay under 

some solar panels. This year we had our first pedigree Blue Texel born who has 

grown like stink and as the first lot of fat lambs went last week, its safe to say we’ve 

been very pleased with this breed so far.  The summer holidays are passing by too 

quickly and whilst its pleasing for the kids that the rain didn’t come when school 

broke up the farm seems pretty desperate now. We’ve had a tent up in the back    

garden for the last month for lots of dens and camping. I took it down yesterday and 

the ground looked no different under the tent than outside! We are in the midst of a 

build project at home currently so when not at work I’m mostly covered in dust and 

rubble trying to make progress there. Our 7 and 4 year old will be gutted when its 

finished and they can’t use it as a bike run anymore!  

 I took the opportunity in June to visit the USA on a 

study tour of Washington State. I attended the    

Global Training Center of World Wide Sires for a very 

interesting week with eight farmers, including two 

dairy clients, Nick Pole and Bryn Moore.  Of course 

everything in the USA is bigger, so farms visited were 

typically 5,000 – 7,000 cows, run on a feedlot or   

cubicle systems. Farms had suffered low milk prices 

for 3 years but were now in the better position of 

25ppl. Throughout this low price period they      

maintained their focus on farm efficiency,           

management protocols and performance. 

 

Fertility is regarded as essential to efficient milk    

production, or as they put it ‘Every cow is a micro 

business’ and ‘Repro is the spark that fuels the dairy’. 

Farms were achieving a pregnancy rate of 28%. To 

do this a heat detection rate of 70% and a          

conception rate of 40% are necessary. This was 

achieved by not serving cows until 50 days after    

calving. They suggested there was loss of milk and 

fertility serving cows between 40 and 50 days. In the 

UK we tend to serve from 40 days due to low heat 

detection rates, and so gain half a heat cycle, but 

perhaps this will change as heat detection improves 

on UK farms, with more activity collars being seen. 

 

High heat detection rates were achieved using a 

technician service and ‘chalking’ all cows daily rather 

than activity collars. They indicated cows with chalks 

rubbed were not bulling around 25% of the time, and 

the use of palpation skills or records were essential 

to accuracy. This was backed up by synchronisation 

programmes – Ovsynch – to ensure all cows were 

served by 80 days calved. Cows were scanned by the 

vet at 30-37 days, and weekly routines would involve 

250-300 cows to PD! 

 

This focus on systems and high submission rates 

meant they were looking to achieve 85% of cows in 

calf by 150 days. Optimum time to conception for a 

cow is 90 days, and for a heifer is 120 days to     

maximise milk production. I learnt that 

 Extending voluntary wait period from 40 to 50 

days has benefits when there is a good heat    

detection rate (and for all year round calving 

herds). 

 Heat detection is an art as well as a skill and   

requires the interpretation of lots of information. 

 Synchronisation programmes are useful for cows 

not seen bulling to ensure all cows served by 80 

days. 

 Always inseminate cows slowly to ensure good 

distribution of semen. 

 Cows which are PD negative are likely to be past 

the optimum time for conception, so               

synchronising PD negative cows can be the best 

solution to avoid loss of milk and culling risk.  

               Paddy Gordon 

New Wells Small  

Animal Practice  
 

You may have heard lots of 

rumours concerning our new 

build project in Wells, on     

Cathedral Park opposite      

Morrisons.  
 

Building work on a new small 

animal only branch, will be 

complete within the next 

month and we hope to open 

the doors in October.  
 

This is very exciting times for 

the small animal team and we 

have taken on more, local vets 

to support the new branch.  

 

 

“ 

” 

 Dairy Show 
3rd October 

 
DIY AI Course 

15th—18th October 
 

BVD Control & Biosecurity  
Lunch meeting planned for 

Oct & Nov 
 

Smallholder Medicines 
21st November 

 
 
 

Email:  
training@sheptonvets.com for 
more information or to book a 

space. 

Veterinary Written Directions 

A number of you now require Veterinary Written Directions also known as a     

Prescription, for in-feed medication. Following confirmation of an issue on farm, 

discussion with a feed-mill allows them to then e-mail the practice with a        

medicated feed prescription.  
 

These can be anti-coccidiostats for calves, copper for adult cattle or wormers for 

pheasant chicks. A vet needs to review the prescription and calculate if suggested 

inclusion rates are appropriate for the number and sizes of animal. Following this 

review the vet will complete a prescription and sign it before returning it to the 

feed-mill who can then produce the feed. 
 

We want to ensure our charges are fair to all and so have revised the way we 

charge as follows. An initial prescription or a one-off prescription will be charged 

at £30 ex. VAT, and if there are to be ongoing prescriptions (for example calves 

on Deccox) then this will be charged out at a monthly fee of £12 ex. VAT/month, 

regardless of how many prescriptions are required. 

Events  & Tra in ing 

Ca lendar   

 

Community 
Focus 

Make sure you come and say 

hello to the team at the           

Mid-Somerset Show on       

Sunday 19th August.  

We will be next to the main ring 

& cattle area. Good luck to     

everyone taking part on the 

day. 

 

The Dairy show returns on 

Wednesday 3rd October. Our 

stand will be back by the main 

ring,  so come along and visit 

the team. We will have          

r e f re shm en t s  a va i l a b l e 

throughout the day.  

We are sponsoring the Dairy     

Future competition again,       

supporting the next generation 

of farmers, so come along and 

show your support.  

Mid-Somerset Show & Dairy Show  

Paddy, Nik & 
Bryn  


